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commanding brain, for they are all exactly co-ordinated, and
lead to the end which Cromwell could not but have desired.
For Cromwell not only excelled at intrigue, but excelled in
lucidity of thought. He saw more clearly than anyone else what
many others also saw, that after all they had done the leaders of
the Rebellion were not safe until Charles Stuart should be dead.
A man who knew Cromwell thoroughly, who was at his side,
and who admired him vastly, the poet Marvell, gives us to
understand exactly that. Cromwell wove a long and careful
design, the end and object of which was the killing of the
King.
His first step would be to use the rising emotions of the
Army so that they should not master him, but that he could
turn them to his own purposes. After he had done that the
second step would be getting the person of the King into close
custody where none could get at it, either to help him escape or
to make any effective bargain with him for return to power. The
third step would be to arrange for his being tried and executed
after eliminating all forces that might stand in the way: notably
such of the remaining Parliamentarians as might still dare to with-
stand the soldiers.
The Use of the Army. The Army, exasperated by the
threat to disband them and to send a detachment to Ireland, and
clamorous for their pay, began to see red. A movement arose
in the autumn of 1647 called the Levellers. Nothing makes
men more feel their equality with their fellow-men than service
in arms. The soldiers took to violent politics, demanded man-
hood suffrage, yearly Parliaments, and what not. There were
attempts at rebellion, which Cromwell himself crushed with
great vigour and personal courage* Meanwhile there was en-
couraged a parallel outcry against Charles Stuart, the author of
all that these soldiers had suffered through long years of war.
Let Charles be tried for such crimes*
A mood of this kind served a double purpose. It made
Charles fear immediately for his life, so that Cromwell could
shepherd him into closer confinement, and it prepared opinion
for the tragedy which Cromwell obviously had by this time
begun to work, and it had been part of his plan to treat Charles
with exceptional kindness. He had been allowed to see his
children and to have his own chaplain, and was thus the more
likely to believe what he was told.

